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Story
EVERYTHING THAT MAKES LOVE SO THRILLING
Mona only knows Adrian from his videos on YouTube. But this good looking guy who surrenders himself to
the arbitrary power of the wind with his power-kite has moved her deeply. When Adrian mentions a rock
festival that he's keen to go to, Mona persuades her brother to take her there. This isn’t something Mona
would normally do, because she has an unusual form of narcolepsy. She tends to fall asleep when she gets
excited.
On YouTube Adrian is the lonely hero type. His click-count is enormous and the girls are crazy about him. In
fact, he's turned up at this festival to be with the lovely Helen, but then he keeps on meeting this slight girl
with the dragon tattoo…
• Trend love story
• By best-selling author Bettina Belitz
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Bettina Belitz was born in Heidelberg in 1973, and very soon fell under the spell of the book shelves. It
wasn’t long before reading wasn’t enough – no, she had to scribble her own stories down, too. After
university, Bettina Belitz worked as a journalist until she was able to devote herself to her youthful
enthusiasms. Nowadays, she lives surrounded by horses, sheep, cats and chickens in a village of 400
inhabitants in Westerwald, where she is inspired by nature and weather to write her novels.
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